
Hayden Peak Elementary SCC Meeting Minutes September 17, 2021

In Attendance via Zoom: Amy Wilde, Christine McKnight
In Person: Cathy Ford, Jen Fisher, Tina Lyon, Liz Johnson, Erik Best, Bruce Collins

1. The agenda includes the links for the Rules & Procedures of SCC, the Roles & Responsibilities of
the SCC, and the Trust Lands Earning for Education. Members asked to watch the videos at
home.

2. Principal Message: Jen talked about COVID concerns. Right now, we don’t have very many
students or staff out with COVID. Many of the restrictions from last year are not in use this year.
They are limiting the size of assemblies by doing just a few grades at a time and doing virtual
assemblies when feasible.  Jen is concerned with the Halloween parade; considering not having
it due to the large number of family members that come in. Also suggested was having it
outside, possibly by class or grades to limit the size of the group. The concerns would be weather
and student security.  The school is doing Battle of the Books this year in grades 3-6. Grades K-2
are doing their own version of the program. We have STEM teachers again this year, the theme is
“In the Garden.” The wellness center is open for students needing a chance to destress, or when
teachers see a situation that could escalate. Students go for 10 minutes, set a timer and pick a
calming activity to do while in the room. There is always a staff member there. They have had
good experiences with it so far this year.

3. After reviewing the attendance policy in the SCC Rules & Procedures the following will be SCC
Voting Members: Tina Lyon, Erik Best, Liz Johnson, Christine McKnight, Amy Wilde, and Bruce
Collins. Ms. Fisher will notify us of the two teachers that will serve on the committee.

4. Elections for Chair and Secretary: It was motioned by Erik to have Tina continue to be the chair
this year, with the idea that he as vice chair will take over next year when Tina is gone. Liz was
motioned to continue as secretary. Seconded by Liz and the vote was affirmed unanimously.

5. Traffic Review: The middle school hours changed this year. They get out at 3:00, and we still
release at 3:05. There has been substantially more traffic with this change, and increased
numbers of students walking. Concerns for student safety have been brought up and there was a
meeting with West Jordan city, school district members, and administration at the schools.  The
schedule can’t be changed at West Hills. Hayden Peak could move school time to 8:05-2:35. That
idea could be hard to implement for families with both schools starting the same time. Also
discussed the number of students crossing unattended in the mornings. It would be ideal to have
more crossing guard time at the busy roads to help with earlier walking students. Tracy Williams
at West Jordan is over crossing guards and is a good resource for crossing guard concerns.  It was
decided that a Skylert would be sent to remind parents of the times that crossing guards are on
duty to hopefully help with unattended crossings of the elementary students.

6. Dress Code: It is being updated by the district. Jen will send the video with the changes for the
council to watch and respond by Monday with comments or concerns. After the video was
viewed, members of the SCC agreed that the dress code changes were favorable.

7. This year we had 100 students register in the week leading up to the start of school, creating
larger class sizes than desirable in K,2,3,5. Jen is currently looking to hire quality teachers to
bring the class sizes down.



8. Upcoming Meetings at 7:30 am on November 5, to review Testing Data, January 14, Safe Walking
Routes, and April 1, The Land Trust Fund.

Minutes approved digitally by:

Tina Lyon

Bruce Collins

Tina Lyon - Under #3 I added, “After reviewing the attendance policy in the SCC Rules & Procedures the
following will be SCC Voting Members:”


